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This is an extended note on a paper Professor W. Lee Hansen and I presented to
the American Council on Education in Washington on the 7th of October, 1971 in
which, among others, we addressed the question of whether the net benefits of
investment in'education (a) have fluctuated, (b) arc rising or.falling, and'
(c) will rise or fall during the decades ahead.i Although there has been a
widely held impression that net benefits decline as more people seek and attain
higher levels of education, our investigations indicated.that the rates of
return have held roughly constant over a long period in the face of the
universalization of secondary education,and growing participation in tertiary
education. ThiS note further explains the technique and data on which that
conclusion was based.

Rates of return summarize four elements simultaneously:- (a) supply of manpOwer.
i.e., the number of Persons with different levels and tYpes of education
available. (b) demand for different levels andtymes of manpower. (c) the
earnings at which the supnly and demand meet, and (d) the cost of providing
educated manpower. The internal rate of return is the discount rate which,
equates the present value of lifetime earnings attributable to-education
and the costs of the education which yields those earnings. The formula for
computing the internal rate of.return on investment in different levels and
types of.education is as follows:2

n-i
f(B)=E: (Ct-Bt)(1+R) =o

t=1

The computer program determines the rate. R, of growth of the net investments
(C--Bt ) to produce the benefits. Ct may be interpreted as the capital invest-t
ments or costs during time Periods t and Bt as the benefits from these invest-
ments, e.g., the difference between the average value of the earnings of persons
with college and high school education respectively.

The algorithm used is a straight-forward determination of a gradually narrowing
interval at the limits of whfch the function f(R) changes sign. First, f(D) is

L.)
calculated, and then f(D) f(D2). . . until f(K,D1).is reached. where K, is the
smallest integer K such that (f(D1)) (f(1.)) is less than zero. Next, t12 (which

equal to -0.1D1) is included in the argument, and f(K1D1D2), f(K1D1+2D2), . . .

" are calculated until f(K1D1+K2D) is reached, where k2 is Ehe smallest integer k
tN such that (f(K1D1)) (f(K1D1+KD2)) is less than zero. This Process is repeated

until the annual rate of return at the desired (specified) accuracy is attained.

V

* The original version of this paper was presented at the'annual.meeting of the,
Wisconsin Educational Research Association at Cardinal Stritch College,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin on December 4, 1971. The paper was revised in 1976 to
correct the year heading 1968 (the year of college graduation) to 1964 (the
year of high school graduation and college entry).

** Dr. Witmer was Director of institutional Studies and Academic Planning for the
Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System, 142 East Gilman Street,
Mhdison, Wisconsin 53703 in 1971, and Assistant Chancellor of the University
of Wisconsin, La Crosse, Wisconsin 54601 in 1976.
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The internal rate of return'f.ligLIe generated by this procedure may be likened

to .the rate of return or the rate of interest received from placing funds in a

savings bank, Guying government bonds, or investing in corporate securities.

Individuals will find it beneficial to invest in more education if the internal

rate of return is higher than Chat to other types of investments. Whether

society as a whole finds it efficient to invest in more education will depend

upon the size of internal rates of return to education received by society

relative to other investment
opportunities open to it.

I provided.a contemporary
demonstration of the use of rate of return analysis

in my dissertation on The Value of Collev.e Education . . .3 That study was

,
conducted within a conceptual system in which students, and society, Chrough a

number of different agents, invest in college education by paying (a) the costs

of earnings foregone, (b) the extra costs of living at college vs. living.at

home, (c) the operating costs of college, (d) the cost of student financial

aids, (e) the capital costs of physical facilities, (f) the costs of property

and sales taxes foregone, and (g) the costs of borrowing for investment, in

the expectation of (a) nrIt lifetime earnings substantially higher than those of

comparable persons who do not continue formal education beyond high school, and

(b) productive contributions to economic growth and social welfare.

iCosts and earnings were expressed in dollars of generally comparable value

through the use of the consumer price index. Costs were divided between con-

sUmptian (29 percent) and investment (71 percent).

EarningS Zata were adjusted to reflect the effects of (a) economic growth,

(b) personal state and federal income taxes, and (c) mortality. The effects

of (d) morbidity, (e) labor force participation, and (f) unemployment were

implicit in the original earnings data. Earnings attributable to schooling

(68.375 percent) were separated from those due to native ability and other

factors.

The results of some of these rate of return computations are displayed under

1964 in Table I. Private rates of return are based on costs to students and

earnings capturable by former students, i.e., after income taxes. Direct

social rates of return are based on total (private plus public) costs and total

earnings, i.e., before income taxes. Total social rates of return arc based on

total costs, and total earnings plus 44.8 percent, the estimated indirect

(spillover effects, external economies, contributions to economic growth, ctc.)

benefits of investment in college education.

The results of rate of return computations by other researchers for the period

1939-59, while not based on exactly similar data and techniques, nevertheless

provide useful estimates. The rates for 1890-1929 arc based on application of

the procedures described above to data from a .variety of sources, as Abted on

Table 1.

Copt and earnings data for 1929 were taken directly from Walsh. Costs were

factored and reduced so that they included only the subsistence and maintenance

cost directly attributable to formal education, attending schOol full-time

as oaiposed to working fulltime. Cross-sectional earnings stream data from

Walsh were tilted upward, in accordance with U.S."Census Bureau barnings reports.,

to reflect the effects of economic growth. Other procedures were analogous to

those described in Witmer.
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a. Based on data and findings in the studies listed below.

b. Social Direct: before income taxes; excludes externalities, spillover

effects,,indirect social benefits, and certain contributions to economj2c

growth.

c. W. Lee Hansen, "Total and Private Rates of Return to rnvestment in Schooling,"

Journal of Political Economy, April, 1963.

d.

e.

Gibra Hanoch, Personal Earnings and Investmen
University of Chicago, 1965).

in Schooling (Chicago: The

Donald S. Bridgman, "Earnings of Land Grant College Alumni,and Former

Students", Journal of Engineering Education (November, 1931), pages 175-197.
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Paul H. Douglas, Real Wages in the United States 1890-1926 (Boston: Houghton-

Mifflin, 1930).

William DeWitt Hyde, The College Man and the ColleRe Woman (Boston: _Houghton7

Mifflin, 1906).

Clarence D. Long, Wages and Earnings in the United States 1860-1890 (Princeton:.
- .

University Press, 1960):
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Beardsley Ruml and Sidney G. Tickton, Teaching Salaries Then-and Now (New

Fund for the Advancement of Education, 1955).
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--Data-for 1919 were based on Clark, while data for 1909,-1899, and.1890 were.

based on Douglas. .The choice of representative starting wages and salaries for

persons ith different levels of formal education was made after a review of the

earnings and educational qualifications data in the other publications listed

. under c and f on Table 1. The construction of the-lifetime earnings prpfiles
also 'depended on careful judgment following a review of the published data.

Public cost data necessary for the computation of social rates of return=for

the period prior to 1939 does not seem to be available in usable form. This

regretable deficiency may not, however, be serious for social and private rates

of return tend to be closely related.

At the clrse ef the nineteenth century; three-fifths of the labor force was' ,

engaged in agriculture and in non-farm, unskilled labor. There were many opportuni7

ties for theuneducated and unskilled to gain good:employment. The,National

Association of Manufacturers and other business groups criticized the schools

and deprecated the value of education. Children generally left school at the

age of twelve. Fewer than eleven percent of the 14 to 17 year old population
attended secondary scheol; only four percent of the: 18 to 21 year old population

attended college. The annual rate of return on'private investment in high

school education was about ten percent. The rate of return rose to. about 18

percent for students graduating from high school in 1909 but fell sharply to.,

7.0 and 71/2, respectively, for the classes of 1919 and 1929, revealing how really

deep the great depression was for some people.

By 1939-41 we had become an industrial society. The high school diplomayas

required at the.threshold of good employment,. High school enrollment e::ceeded

7 mdllion students, representing 73 percent of the 14 to 17 year old population.

The transition to universal secondary education was nearly complete. Despite

this change, the annual rate of return on private investment inihigh school

education stood at 16 percent, an attractive return bY most' any test.

Since 1960 we have become a post-industrial soeiety. Only 5 percent Of

the labor force is unskilled. Opportunities for employment in servieei
technical, managerial, and professional occupations, have increased more than

300 percent in one generation. Knowledge has become the central economic

J.esoOrce. Our society- seeks to identify potential talent of many aorts and'o
furnish opportunities for these talents to reach fruition through edUcation..

The rate of return to private investment in high school education stands at

17 percent per year, having continued at a high level ever sinCe:1939.

The transition from universal elameatary education to universal secondary

education did not force rates of return on investments in high school downward,

did not increase unemployment of high school graduates, did not cause wages of

high school graduates to fall. 'Demand has increased sufficiently to forestall

the.forecasted surpluses of over-educated persons:

lh 1939-41 total enrollment in tertiary education approximated 1.5 million,

equal to less than 16 percent of the 18-21 year old'age group. The rates of

'return to college invcsLent were rather handsome, exceeding 13 percent for

social investment and 14 percent for private investment. These rates compared

very favorably to other investment opportunities open to society and individuals.

This favorable outlook was not expected to continue, however, as,,evidenced by the

conclusions of Kotsching and Harris, both writing in the, 7940's.' They variously

hypothesized that as we approached universal higher education (a) college gradu-

ates would be in over suppl., relative to the ocCupations they would seek to enter,

8
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with-fewer and fewer uneducated people todo the less glamorous,work;_(b) the.,

earnings of-college graduates would fall relative to those of less-cducated

groups; (c) widespread unemployment of college. graddates would result because

of the nontransferability of skills; (d) idle, frustrated intellectuals would

foment social revolution; (e) larger proportions of unqualified'students mould
be enrolled in colleges, and as a consequence, (f) the social benefits to f
investing in college education would decline. No single person supported all

of these hypotheses, some mere mutually exclusive, but-each hypothesis had

proponents.
v*

The following quotation from Cohn in the late 1940's captures the predoMinant
tone:6,

"There will soon be more college graduates than there are
jobs for them in their chosen fields. By 1950, for example, close
to 50,000 engineers will be graduates, as against an annual replace-

uent need of 7,000. Lawyers mill 'become .a surplus commodity with
few takers, yet Chey continue to flock to college although many
meMbers of the class of 1948 are jobless. There is still room for
chemists and psychologists but on/y if they have a graduate degree.

There are already too many personnel men. The fields of physical
education, social science, and English are crowded . . . Would . . .

men who had undergone rigorous.disciplines of study in order to get

a degree just ,sit and take it when they found themselves jobless?
Or, embittered and frustrated, would_they become enemies of society
as it is'at present; fanatical advocates of some 'form of authori-

tarianism, more dangerous since they are ambitious, trained, 'and

resentful?"

Did these dire predictions materialize? By 1950 college enrollments had jtmped

to 2.7 million. Meanwhile, the direct social and private rates of return had
fallen about 15 and-20 percent to 11;4 and 11.6 respectiliely. Maybe there was

something to the dire warnings after all1 If so, me would have expectcd even

more dramatic evidence of declining rates to emerge in the 1950's. ,

The 1950's saw a continued expansion of higher education, as enrollments

increased to 3 million, equal to one-third of the 18-21 year old population.

,Notwithstanding, by the end of the decade social and private rates of return

had risen sharply, to 18.6 and 12.2 percent respectively--the predictions did

not materialize.

Expansion of higher education accelerated in the 1960's. At the end of'the

decade there were over 6 million students, undoubtedly including some of the

sons and daughters of those jobless lawyers of the class of 19481 The number

enrolled equaled 43 percent of the 18-21 year old population. The private

and social ratcs of return by 1968 had not changed gignificantly, holding at

about 16 and 13 percent, respectively.

In reviewing the past 20 years it is obvious that the Kotsching-Harris-Cohn

pronostications mere far off the mark, for at least until thc last year the

unrket for college graduates has been booming. Admittedly, periodic recessions

have slowed the demand somewhat, and the recent recession of 1969-71 has

further altered the demand for college graduates.

9



Were Harris' book, witfi-its predictions, to appear today, it would nd doubt

generate a sympathetic readership, much as it did when first published during

the recession of 1949.7 But whether current and analogous statements such as

those by Berg, Faltermayer, and TINE magazine should give us great cause for

concern about the next 20 years is debatable.8

The U.S. Bureau of Ldbor Statistics' projections of industry and occupational

manpower needs generally indicate the continuation of long-term trends tou6rd

service fields rather than dramatic, sudden shifts during the 1970's. Needs.for

professional and technical workers are expected to-increase about 50 percent--

faster than any other occupational group in the labor force--while the downmard

trend, since 1900, for blue collar workers will continue-so Chat by 1980 they

may be only 33-percent of all workers.9 There seems to be little reason to

fear that college-educated persons yin not be able to make their way into'

the wide variety of occupations they have sought out during past decades.

It is certainly clear, however, that as the proportion of college graduates-

rises relative tothe total adult population, more college-educated people

will have to seek positions in other ocdupations. This, however, has always

been the case.10 Whether or not college graduates will be eagerly, sought for

those other occupations depends in part on the types of skills and training which

they bring with them. So, while relative numbers are of great importance, of

even greater importance is the potential productivity which is associated with

the college degree; We do not assume that the differential earnings to college

graduates are automatically going to fall either slowly or precipitously. They

may decline,and certainly will do so in some fields (in other fields'thcy will

increase), but we can expect these changes to trigger adjustive res,ponses on

the part of college-educated persons as they make their career and educational

decisions.

Walter Gifford's 1928 statement has held true: "The more education you have,

the more money you maket"ll Investments in successively higher levels,of

formal eaucation, however, have yielded successively lower rates of return and

rates of return on investments in college education have varied greatly by

major program of study. Although the rates of return on investment in education

fell dramatically as the classes of 1919-1929 passed through the ,great depression,

demand for educated people has balanced supply while educational opportunity has

been extended to the masses. The development and application of complex

procedures for measuring the value of education in economic terms has not

uncovered startlingly new truths, nor has it revealed dramatic shifts in the

relative values of investment at different leveli and in different programs of

education. Old hypotheses have been'strengthened. :he pessimistic hypotheses

published during the late 1940's have been denied. The pessimistic hypotheses

lbeing formulated during the 1969-71 recession are under a cloud of doubt; their

validation or denial lies ahead.
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